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When you open a store or website, you're not just opening a business — you're creating a platform to
display your core values. That's what the people behind Lolli & Pops, the chain of 38 sweet shops in
17 states, believe. And the customer experience at Lolli & Pops certainly backs up that belief.

Lolli and Pops

Sweet shop retail chain Lolli & Pops creates a customer experience where its values come to life for customers
every day.
The company's goal is "to delight people" and its core values include hospitality, generosity, thoughtfulness, and
surprise. Hospitality is on display at Lolli & Pops as you are immediately greeted and welcomed when you enter one
of its stores, which can usually be found in popular malls such as the Shops At Mission Viejo in Southern California
and Garden State Plaza in New Jersey. The greeters are "Chief Purveyors" (general managers) or "Magic Makers"
(staff) and their job is to get you right into the Lolli & Pops experience by offering you samples. In fact, employees
have the license to open any product and share it with you. "By opening something and eating it together, you get
an immediate human interaction," says Jessica Mennella who heads up store operations. "That interaction is what
drives people into our doors and to be a part of what we're creating."
Extensive sampling also conveys generosity, and based on countless reviews online, it's clear customers are
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seduced into becoming brand fans one taste at a time. The company also expresses generosity by serving up their
products as gifts to be given, either to others or to yourself. Gift boxes are so exquisitely designed, they could
almost be gifts themselves, and they're always displayed with notecards to signal that the brand is something
intended to be shared.
ADVERTISING
Lolli & Pops delights customers through its store design, which is inspired by old-fashioned candy makers and soda
shops, and employee uniforms, which include bow ties and old-fashioned boater hats. Unique flavors such as
jalapeno peanut and mango & chipotle chocolate bars, special collections including an extensive assortment of
Harry Potter inspired treats, and products from Madagascar, Japan, and other faraway places are also sources of
delight. And the brand's delightfulness extends beyond the in-store experience. Customers currently can arrange
for gifts to be delivered on specific dates and include hand-written notes, and with an ambition "to be the easiest way
to send a gift online," as Whitney Clark, Lolli & Pops' creative director says, the company is building a "seamless
online experience that creates delight and empowers customer to give a gift in a different way."
The brand's values of care and thoughtfulness are demonstrated in big ways and small details. Lolli & Pops store
staff take the time to learn about the chocolatiers and other products makers, the ingredients they use, and how they
make the products so they can convey those stories to customers. And as the company develops its own line of
products to add to the array of branded options it offers, it takes great care to balance being on-trend and on-brand.
Also to optimize store design and merchandising, Jessica and her team pour over hundreds of hours of video
footage of their stores, recorded and analyzed by RetailNext, a leading IoT smart store retail analytics provider.
They look at how people interact with the products, employees, and each other and make adjustments to improve
the experience. They also rely on customer and shopping data to plan product assortment and test and develop
new products. Small details like a "tis the season" note on the inside of holiday packaging also conveys care
because it "enables a customer not only to feel delighted but also to know that we were thinking about a detail like
that," says Jessica.
In all, Lolli & Pops is focused on creating a customer experience where its values come to life for customers every
day. Jessica says they able to do so because every general manager believes in the values and everyone is
focused on ensuring they have the tools to delight customers. Its stores, Whitney concludes, "are the fullest
expression of our values."
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